Specifications:

- Make - Ferdco
- Model - Super Bull Pro 2000
- Classification - Cylinder-Arm

- Foot Lift - 1"
- Sewing Capability - 7/8"
- Throat Depth - 16 1/2"
- Shuttle Style - Oscillating
- Bobbin Style - Barrel
- Needle System - 794S Serv-1
- Needle Sizes - 140, 160, 180, 200, 230, 250, 280
- Speed - up to 800 SPM

Attachments available:

- A1 Narrow Toe Center: used with A2-L, A2-R and A24
- A2-L Left Toe Narrow Foot: used with A1
- A2-R Right Toe Narrow Foot: used with A1
- A4 Holster Plate
- A5- Outside Blanket Foot: used with A6: Ski toed feed with teeth on the bottom to grip and helt to feed webbing.
- A6- Inside Blanket Foot: used with A5; Ski toed feed with teeth on the bottom to grip and helt to feed webbing
- A7- Throat Plate: used with A15
- A8- Wide Inside Foot: used with A9 and A10
- A9- Wide Double Toe Foot: used with A8
- A10- Left Toe Wide Foot: used with A8
- A11- Standard Throat Plate: used with A12
- A12- Diamond Needle Guide: used with A11
• A13- Roller Guide: double roller and single roller
• A14- Wax Pot: used with thread lube to help keep needle heat down.
• A15- Feed Dog: used with A7
• A16- Welt Foot Adaptor: used with A17-I and A17-O: attaches to A17-O for and extension
• A17-I- Inside Welt Foot: used with A17-O
• A17-O- Outside Welt Foot: used with A17-I and A16
• A18-I- Inside Buckle Foot: used with A18-O, helps to get close to Buckles and D rings
• A18-I Inside Buckle Foot: used with A18-I
• A19-I Inside Boot/Case Foot: used with A19-O; To sew around the sole of a boot or on a narrow lip like on a knife sheath.
• A19-O Outside Boot/Case Foot: used with A19-I
• A20- Boot Plate: used to sew on at the sole of a boot from the bottom side
• A21- Stirrup Plate or Corner Plate: used with A2-R; to stitch Stirrups or to get into a tight radius like on a bag.
• A22- Flat Throat Plate: used with A30 for a flat surface.
• A23- Tufting Foot: Used with A1: Narrow outside ride behind the center foot so you can get close to spots.
• A24- Double Narrow Foot: used with A1
• A30- Extra Large Flat Work Plate (21 1/2"L x 10" W: used with A22

The Pro 2000 was designed by Ferdinand JeanBlanc in 1991 using a Juki 441 frame from Juki USA. In 1995 we went to a Taiwan manufacturer and had the 441 changed to our new specifications which we use now. Once the casting is delivered to us, we convert the 441 into the Super Bull Pro 2000 that you see advertised today.

As you have probably seen there are several other sewing machines advertised that looks like the Super Bull Pro 2000, and seem to be capable of sewing the same products, but at a cheaper price. Don't be fooled! These sewing machine just look like the Pro 2000, they don't stitch like it! Look a-likes would be a USA Juki 441, The Toro 4000 and Sew-Mo 441 to name a few.

We have several patented parts on the Pro 2000 that makes it the best Leather Stitcher available today. Our patented Upper and Lower Needle Guide make it virtually impossible to skip a stitch!

The Pro 2000 is designed to sew from 3 layers of 16 oz. harness leather down to thin chap material without adjusting the sewing machine tensions.

As mentioned above the Pro 2000 has some unique features. First - It just doesn't skip stitches! With its patented lower needle guide the needle just can't miss the hook. Second - It has a patented center presser foot to guide the needle straight down to the hook. Besides the above features the Pro 2000 is the only heavy stitcher that gives you the same stitch in forward as it does in reverse. This is known as 0 timing. The timing of most sewing machines are set with a longer forward stitch than in reverse. This is mostly because the reverse stitch is not as critical in material as it is in leather.
Attachments:
The Pro 2000 have over 25 different attachments available for doing odd and different types of projects. Each one of these attachments greatly enhance the number of projects you can sew with the Pro 2000. From basic saddle and harness repair, sewing new harness and saddles to sewing a pair of Levi’s, these attachments make sewing any project a breeze.

Saddlers Attachments:

- A-1 Narrow Center Presser Foot
- A-2L - Narrow Left Toe Presser Foot
- A-2R - Narrow Right Toe Presser Foot
- A-4 - Holster Plate
- A-5 - Outside Blanket Foot
- A-6 - Inside Blanket Foot
- A-13 Roller Guide Assembly
- A-14 Wax Pot Assembly
- A-18-0 Outside Buckle Foot
- A-18-I - Inside Buckle Foot
- A-21 - Corner Plate (Stirrup Plate)

We have listed just a few of the advantages of owning a Ferdco Pro 2000 Super Bull, there are more. If you want one machine that does it all, buy a Ferdco Super Bull. The Pro 2000 will last you a life time!